TUITION FOR CONTINUING GRAD STUDENTS: SPRING TERM 2002-2003 (2003SP)***
(Including Early Thesis Completion and Interrupted Thesis Registration)

DOCTORAL THESIS

IN FALL TERM (2003FA) WERE:

Registered for thesis as a regular grad, resident

Spring 2003SP Tuition: $14,015 [GREG]
Early Thesis: $1167/wk, $2,333 Minimum [ED2W]

Registered for thesis, non-resident

Spring 2003SP Tuition: $14,015 [GREG]
Early Thesis: $1167/wk, $7,008 Minimum [EDHF]

Registered as regular grad, but not regist'd for thesis

Spring 2003SP Tuition: $14,015 [GREG]
Early Thesis: $14,015 [EDMX]

Registered as special grad OR not registered at all

Spring 2003SP Tuition: $21,023 [GFDC]
(Will be reduced to $14,015 if thesis not completed in 2003SP)
Early Thesis: $21,023 [GFDC]

MASTER/ENGINEER THESIS

IN FALL TERM (2003FA) WERE:

Registered for thesis

Spring 2003SP Tuition: $14,015 [GREG]
Early Thesis: $1167/wk, $1167 Minimum [EM1W]

Not registered for thesis (including not registered)

Spring 2003SP Tuition: $14,015 [GREG]
Early Thesis: $14,015 [EMMX]

*** For Sloan School, adjust for tuition charges of specific program.